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QUIS CUSTODIET?
Complete control.

I

t was the first time they had faced the
Dictator since third schooling.
Becz nudged Jono to stop him making
bunny ears behind her head. “This is serious.”
Jono gave his supercilious smile. “I know.”
The Dictator appeared on the wall, perfectly groomed as always. [#32 welcoming
neutral with a slight smile] “Good morning. How can I help?”
Becz forced herself not to smile back. She
knew the Dictator was faking it. “We are
unhappy.”
The smile gave way to a serious, concerned look. [#117 listening, open, slightly
upset] “That’s a great shame. What can I do
to improve things for you?”
Jono shuffled forward on his seat. “We’ve
been researching history.”
[#1 listening neutral] “That’s good.
Acquiring knowledge is an important part
of being human.”
“Okay,” said Becz quickly, too quickly, but
she wanted to get her argument out before
the Dictator could interrupt and shatter her
chain of thought. “So when we looked at history we found that dictatorships inevitably
crush opportunities for intellectual curiosity
and exploration, and that it is only through
democracy that people can truly be free. You
claim this is a perfect dictatorship, that you
enable us all to live wonderful lives. Yet that
clearly isn’t true because we’re not satisfied.
We want democracy. We want our say and
you won’t allow it.”

that framework, I will change things.”
“And what if we can’t accept this?” said
Becz. “Presumably you lock us up as political prisoners?”

[#441 slight bafflement with a hint
of amusement, though not enough to be
offensive] “Have you heard of any political

prisoners?”

[#99 quizzical humour reminiscent of
Stephen Fry] “But what did you expect?

The whole point is that on the Island I have
no control. There are limits — no armed
excursions off the Island — but that’s only
self-defence for the rest of us. That apart, the
Island is shaped by democratic forces.”
Becz shook her head. “You’ve tricked us.
You must have. Everything those people
in the old days believed made it clear that
democracy was the only fair political system.
You know, ‘Government of the people, by the
people, for the people.’ How could they have
got it so wrong?”
[#42 warm, assertive yet supportive]

“This is a perfect dictatorship. There is no
restriction on your curiosity. You are encouraged to question everything — that’s how we
make things better. But you are mistaken if
you think that enabling you to live wonderful lives means everyone will be happy all
the time. That’s simply not possible. Imagine
you were the kind of person who could only
truly be happy if you went around assaulting
people. I couldn’t allow it. A wonderful life is
not total freedom.”
“But how can this be a dictatorship if we
can question things?” asked Jono. “That
sounds like democracy.”

“Well, no,” said Becz. “But presumably
that’s because you control the media.”
A quick shake of the head. [#222 brisk
affirmation] “I don’t. Why would I? It’s like
restraining curiosity, it only leads to discontent. Why do you insist on framing me as
someone who doesn’t have your best interests at heart? I am the perfect dictator. If you
don’t like it, you can always leave.”
“Leave?” said Jono. “Is that some kind of
subtle threat? Leave, as in leave life?”
[#589 mild exasperation] “Of course not.
Leave the world, is all I meant. As a perfect
dictator I have found it useful to have a country available for those who don’t want to join.
The unthinking democrats, the ‘me’ generation. It used to be called Great Britain. A big
enough island to have whatever society you
like, but isolated from the civilized world. If
you wish, you can be taken there.”
“Ah,” said Becz, “A prison colony. We’re
back to political prisoners.”

a dictator — the Dictator. What I say goes. You
can’t vote and change things. But I am also
the perfect dictator. If your research turns up
anything that will make things better within
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[#312 understanding with a hint of superiority, but not enough to be irritating]

[#282 firm acknowledgement of not
entirely comfortable facts] “Not at all. I am

simply an option. What kind of perfect dictator would I be if I didn’t give you choice?”
One month later, Becz and Jono summoned the Dictator again. [#100 genuinely
delighted to see someone] “I am so pleased
you decided to come back.”
“We had to,” muttered Jono. “The Island
was hell.”

[#482 reaching the crux of argument
tinged with sadness]

“You couldn’t be further from the truth.
You can come back
whenever you like. It’s
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“Because they lived in a different age. Lincoln’s argument was made in the defence
of democracy against hereditary power,
something that became increasingly ironic
in a country that would have father and son
presidents. It was an argument of its time.
No dictator back then could have been perfect. Democracy was the best system until it
willingly gave itself over to a perfect dictatorship, because it was the right thing to do.
Even then there were dissenters. You know
what they called me back then?”
“Big Brother,” whispered Becz.
[#419 recalling a fond memory with an
important lesson attached] “Big Brother.

Yet it didn’t stick. How could it? I’m not male.
I’m not anything that Orwell could imagine.
The only computers in 1948 when his book
was written were adding machines. Don’t
feel sad. At this very moment I am talking to
1.2 million individuals who all feel roughly
the same as you. A few will stay on the Island,
but most come back. And everyone who
does is happy here. Why would they possibly not be?”
Becz sat silently as Jono went and got himself a drink. It was right of course, the Dictator. There was, and could be, nothing better.
But it wasn’t fair. ■
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